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IGNACY SZCZEDROWSKI, KONSTANTY KUKIEWICZ
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OF ARTS IN SAINT PETERSBURG
Abstract: The article describes a turning point in an individual artistic development as a result
of emigration and study abroad. The discussion centers on three artists from Vilnius, who after
receiving initial training, left to study at the Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg. The
decision to leave their home city was forced by the changes in the political situation. In 1832,
as a result of the repressions in the aftermath of the November Uprising, the Vilnius University
was closed, and so was its school of painting. For each of the artists examined in this article, the
years of study at the Saint Petersburg Academy became a turning point in the development of
their personal style, though each of them chose a different artistic path: Ignacy Szczedrowski was
inspired by the so-called “Venetsianov school of painting”, Konstanty Kukiewicz learned from
the old Dutch genre and battle paintings, and Tadeusz Gorecki was influenced by the approved
academic doctrine. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how a stay in Saint Petersburg
completely changed the approach of the three painters to art, and left its imprint not only on
their artistic achievements, but also on the course of their painting careers and personal lives.
Keywords: Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg, Ignacy Szczedrowski (1815–1870),
Konstanty Kukiewicz (1817/18–1840), Tadeusz Gorecki (1825–1868), academic education,
artistic emigration

The closing of the Vilnius University as part of the retributions following the
November Uprising (1830) brought a long-term stagnation to the artistic life
of the city. Private painting lessons given by such painters as Kanuty Rusiecki
and Wincenty Dmochowski at the homes of the clients or in the artists’ studios,
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for obvious reasons could not replace academic education. For a long time the
authorities would not permit the establishment of any kind of art college at
all: in 1843 a former university lecturer Kazimierz Jelski was refused to open
a school of sculpture.1 Plans to set up schools of drawing, painting and sculpture
re-emerged in the 1850s, as mentioned in the private correspondence between
Adam Szemesz and Kanuty Rusiecki. There was even a fundraiser held for this
purpose, but ultimately this initiative was not put into effect.2 An attempt to
compensate for the lack of a public university was the so-called Römer Academy,
operating since the 1850s. These were private lessons of painting organized
in the home of the community activist, art lover and amateur artist Edward
Jan Römer, and conducted by Kanuty Rusiecki, Jan Zienkiewicz, Antoni
Zaleski, Konstanty Brochocki and Franciszek Jurjewicz.3 Although the lecturers
attempted to use modern methods of teaching (such as figure drawing from live
models), and even though the place was a breeding ground of patriotic ideas
of national art, in terms of the level of art education it could not replace an
official academy. Therefore, during the period between the Polish uprisings of
1830 and 1863 many young artists from Vilnius decided to emigrate and study
abroad. An especially large group left for Saint Petersburg.4
This choice was probably influenced by the earlier positive contacts of the
Vilnius community with the Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg. In
the early 1820s two most talented students of the Vilnius University, Wincenty
Smokowski and Walenty Wańkowicz, had been sent there as visiting scholars,5
Besides, this was a period of a significant development for the Saint Petersburg
Academy, and Russian art and culture of that time were perceived as progressive
1

2
3
4

5

R. Janoniene, Okres międzypowstaniowy 1831-1863, in: Kształcenie artystyczne w Wilnie
i jego tradycje, ed. J. Malinowski, M. Woźniak, R. Janonienė, Muzeum Okręgowe w Toruniu,
Uniwersytet Mikołaja Kopernika w Toruniu, Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Wilnie, Toruń
1996, p. 53.
Ibid., pp. 55-56.
J. Širkaitė, Dailininkai Römeriai. The Artists of the Römer family, Kultüros, Filosofijos ir Meno
Institutas, Vilnius 2006, p. 12.
Summing up all contacts with the Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts in the 19th century, Lija
Skalska-Miecik estimates the number of painters, illustrators, graphic designers, sculptors,
and architects of Polish origin who enrolled in the school at over one hundred. Cf. L. Skalska-Miecik, „Polscy uczniowie petersburskiej Akademii Sztuk Pięknych w XIX i na początku
XX wieku” in: Polscy uczniowie Akademii Sztuk Pięknych w Petersburgu w XIX i na początku
XX wieku. Katalog wystawy, Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie, Warszawa 1989, pp. 14-23.
The relations between Smokowski and Wańkowicz and the Russian academy have been
discussed in detail by Kira Mytariewa. Cf. K. Mytariewa, „O wzajemnych kontaktach wileńskiej Szkoły Malarstwa i Akademii Sztuk Pięknych w Petersburgu”, Rocznik Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie 1972, vol. 16, pp. 251-287 and „Związki Wańkowicza i Smokowskiego
z Petersburską Akademią Sztuk Pięknych po ich wyjeździe”, Rocznik Muzeum Narodowego
w Warszawie 1973, vol. 17, pp. 337-343.
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and modern. It was also the time when a small, but quite significant Polish
community was starting to form in the capital of the Russian empire, attracting
the scientists, writers and artists who had emigrated to Russia – either voluntarily
or forced by the circumstances. Aleksander Orłowski, surrounded by fame and
admiration in his native land, still lived and worked there. Józef Oleszkiewicz
got affiliated with the local academy. Young Aleksander Oleszczyński, held in
high esteem by his professor Nikolai Utkin, was achieving successes in college.
And the exiled Adam Mickiewicz regularly visited fashionable salons. Summing
up this period of activity of the Polish community in Saint Petersburg, Ludwik
Bazylow wrote that it was the time when “the close ties of the Polish-Russian
friendship were forged, a friendship in the world of intellect and progress”.6
These warm feelings weakened significantly as a consequence of the uprising
and, as pointed out by Lija Skalska-Miecik, in the 1830s the Imperial Academy
of Arts in Saint Petersburg did not enrol any new Polish students, with the
exception of Konstanty Kukiewicz.7 However, this situation did not last long,
and already in the subsequent decade more young aspiring artists came to study
in the Russian capital. The largest group, which hailed from Vilnius, included
Tadeusz Gorecki, Bolesław Rusiecki, and Wojciech Żamett; Aleksander
Kamiński and Aleksander Stankiewicz came from Warsaw; and Gustaw
Budkowski and Wiktor Brodzki from other cities of the Russian Partition. All
were outstanding students; after graduation most of them won foreign scholarships and ultimately also academic titles. The Saint Petersburg Academy of
Arts left its mark on their art, giving them both a high level of mastery in
painting techniques and a taste of cosmopolitan academicism.
***
Ignacy Szczedrowski (1815–1870) studied at the Vilnius University for a brief
period of time after the November Uprising and was probably taught by Jan
Rustem.8 The collection of the Lithuanian Art Museum in Vilnius includes an
oil painting entitled The Origin of Painting9 (Fig. 1), dating probably from the
initial period of Szczedrowski’s artistic activity. It is a display of some good
6
7
8

9

L. Bazylow, Polacy w Petersburgu, Zakład Narodowy imienia Ossolińskich, Warszawa 1964,
p. 154.
L. Skalska-Miecik, Polscy uczniowie…, p. 16.
J. Malinowski, M. Woźniak, R. Janonienė, ed., Kształcenie artystyczne w Wilnie i jego tradycje,
Muzeum Okręgowe w Toruniu, Uniwersytet Mikołaja Kopernika w Toruniu, Akademia Sztuk
Pięknych w Wilnie, Toruń, p. 48.
A. Aleksandravičiūtė et al., Lietuvos dailės istorija, Vilniaus dailės akademijos leidykla, Vilnius
2002, p. 217.
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1. Ignacy Szczedrowski, The Origin of Painting, Lithuanian Art Museum in Vilnius,
phot. Antanas Lukšėnas

painting techniques mastered by the very young aspiring artist, but it also
indicates the direction in which he initially developed. In terms of its form and
content, the painting embodies the program of neo-classical art, with its clear
desire to capture perfect beauty and harmony. The chosen theme comes from
the 35th book of Natural History by Pliny the Elder. It is the story of a daughter
of the potter Butades, who drew an outline of her beloved’s shadow upon
a wall – in order to remember his looks as he went away on a long journey.
In this way she invented the art of painting. Since the eighteenth century, this
theme was among the most popular iconographic motifs of painting aiming to
imitate the classical style.10 Thus it is clear that at the beginning of his artistic
career Szczedrowski received a typical and basic neo-classical education.
10 R. Rosenblum, “The Origin of Painting: a Problem in the Iconography of Romantic

Classicism”. The Art Bulletin 1957, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 279-290.
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However, his style quickly changed, as a result of a turning point that occurred
in his life.
In 1832, after the closing of the Vilnius University, Szczedrowski left
for Russia to continue his studies of painting. He unsuccessfully tried to get
a scholarship at the Saint Petersburg Academy, and ultimately for several years
he attended the lectures there as an auditor. During this time, he specialized in
landscape art, and in this field he earned the title of a non-class artist in 1834.11
The few preserved works of this genre (Road in a forest, 1836 in the Tretyakov
Gallery; Landscape with hunters, the State Russian Museum in Saint Petersburg)
are typical examples of Biedermeier landscape painting: depicting fields or
forests animated with staffage figures, all very idyllic and with the treetops
captured in the mannerist style. However, Szczedrowski quickly abandoned
this mode of creative expression. In the mid-1830s he developed his own style
that brought him the greatest fame and recognition.
At that time Szczedrowski got interested in genre themes, clearly under
the influence of the so-called “Venetsianov school of painting”, which was
then popular with contemporary audiences, but was not necessarily recognized
by the representatives of the Saint Petersburg Academy. Although Alexey
Venetsianov (1780–1847) was not the first Russian artist who painted peasants,
he was considered to be the father of Russian genre painting. Venetsianov’s first
success in this field came in 1822 when tsar Alexander I bought his painting
Cleaning Beetroots for his collection in the Winter Palace. In connection with
this work, Venetsianov’s student Apollon Mokritsky wrote that his master’s
"peasants carry the very stink of the hut".12 His position was later consolidated
by a very good reception of his subsequent painting, The Threshing Floor,
presented in 1824 at an exhibition in Saint Petersburg. This work was also
purchased by the authorities for the Hermitage collection for a then-considerable sum of 3000 roubles. The strength of Venetsianov’s genre painting
was his ability to combine national, everyday themes with some influences of
old European art, a hybrid juxtaposition of realistic style and traditional values
of neo-classical art. Although his contemporaries admired him for abandoning
the standards of academic painting and returning to nature, Venetsianov never
moved entirely away from the form of official art and – as noted by Rosalind
Gray – efficiently combined “the romanticized peasant motifs with the heroic
art of the past”.13 However, the favour of the tsar and the acclaim of the critics
11 Gosudarstvennyy Russkiy muzey. Zhivopis’. Pervaya polovina XIX veka. Catalogue, Palace

Editions, Sankt-Peterburg 2007, p. 231.

12 A.N. Mokritsky, “Vospominaniya ob. A. G. Venetsianove i uchenikakh ego” [in:] A.M. Efros

and A.P. Myuller, ed., Venetsianov v pis’makh khudozhnika i vospominaniyakh sovremennikov,
Academia, Moskov 1931, p. 60.
13 R.P. Gray, Russian Genre Painting in the Nineteenth Century, Clarendon Press, Oxford 2000,
p. 86.
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did not bring the artist any success in his contacts with the representatives of
the academy, who did not approve of his chosen type of painting. Since 1825
the artist was in conflict with the academy, as he was refused the position of
a professor.
In this situation, emulating Venetsianov's style was quite dangerous for the
artists who sought to obtain further academic degrees. In the 1830s and 1840s
the Saint Petersburg Academy not only tried to avoid any connections with
his art, but also forbade the students who had previously taken private lessons
from him to even mention his name.14 In spite of these difficulties, Szczedrowski
– who, as it seems, never actually met Venetsianov – became one of the most
important followers of his pursuits. However, in contrast to the master and
most of his students, Szczedrowski did not depict scenes from Russian villages,
but chose as the themes of his works the daily events taking place in the streets
of a big city. He illustrated the life of the lower social classes, craftsmen and
street vendors, capturing them at work and at typical pastimes. Following the
example of Venetsianov, the faces of Szczedrowski’s characters are also idealized,
and their figures monumentalized. At the same time, however, his paintings
have a huge load of realism. Apparently, he looked for inspiration while wandering through the streets, courtyards, and pubs of Saint Petersburg, searching for
single characteristic types and entire narrative scenes. As noted by one of the
critics, who knew him: “Instead of thoughtfully creating his compositions at
a desk with a pencil in his hand, he used to come out into the streets and
markets, to visit shops, railway stations, and basements. He sat there and with
the greatest precision recorded not only the typical customs, clothes, but also
portraits of individual people. Thanks to this, Szczedrowski’s works have
something that those of other painters lack – character”.15 Obviously, at that
time making sketches from nature was no longer an isolated practice in Russia;
however, the scenes captured by Szczedrowski were characterized not only by
natural perspective and attention to detail, but also by respect and sincere
sympathy for the presented characters, and often also a hint of warm humour.
At about the same time the artist got interested in graphic arts, initially
only as a side activity to his painting, but later also as an increasingly dominant
part of his artistic endeavours. The reasons for his turning to lithography were
purely pragmatic. Szczedrowski was in a difficult financial situation and during
his studies he started a co-operation with the Society for the Encouragement of
Artists in Saint Petersburg and was commissioned by it to create lithographic reproductions of paintings – old masterpieces from the collection of
14 T. Alexeyeva, Venetsianov and His School, transl. C. Justice, Y. Kleiner, Aurora Art Publishers,

Leningrad 1984, p. 25.

15 B. Suris, Ignatij Stiepanowicz Szczedrowskij, Moskva 1957, p. 7.
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the Hermitage (including paintings by Murillo and Teniers), as well as famous
works of his contemporaries (for example some fragments from Brullov’s
monumental The Last Day of Pompeii, which won him the greatest recognition).
Szczedrowski quickly decided to also publish his original works in graphic
form.
In 1839 in appreciation of Szczedrowski’s genre scenes for their “subtlety
of nuance, humour, and his careful observation of the faces of the urban
dwellers”, the Society for the Encouragement of Artists published a portfolio
of his lithographs.16 Thirty-six prints based on the artist’s ink drawings were
made by A.A. Umnov and L.A. Belousov. The album was titled Scenes from
Russian Folk Life and it was well received by the Russian critics and audiences.
However, it seems that the artist himself was not quite satisfied with the
publication, because a few years later he started working on its new version and
a reprint. The second set of works contained autolitographs by Szczedrowski
and was published in 1845 under the title Our Own! (Fig. 2). The artist used
his old ideas, often changing only the composition of the individual scenes
(especially as the vertical format of the sheets was changed to horizontal). The
total number of drawings was reduced to twenty. Szczedrowski also employed
a different graphic technique – the original two-tone lithographs were replaced
by colour ones, created with the use of three matrices to produce each colour:
black, blue and red. This innovative method, employed for the first time in
Russian graphic arts, drew even more attention to Szczedrowski’s work. The
magazine “Illustratsija” [“Illustration”] published an extensive article, whose
author praised the new method and admired the achieved results – subtle tonal
gradations, delicate shades in the parts of air, as well as deep saturated colours
in the shades.17 In addition to the high artistic quality, also the topic of the
album brought about a lot of positive reactions. The straightforward and honest
way of present the life of the lowest social strata of the city was appreciated
by Vissarion Belinsky (1811–1848), a philosopher, literary critic, and representative of the revolutionary democracy, who was famous for judging literary
and artistic works by social and political criteria. A positive review of the
publication was posted by the writer in 1846 in the magazine “Otechestvennye
Zapiski” (“Notes from the Fatherland”)18, which he himself edited. The huge
success of the album made Szczedrowski reprint it in 1846, 1852 and 1855,
which was an event without precedent in the Russian art of that time.
Little is known about Szczedrowski’s later life and artistic activity. His
works created after the mid-1850s are unknown. He later moved to Moscow,
16 Ibid., p. 8.
17 Illustratsija 1847, no. 15, p. 3.
18 B. Suris, Ignatij Stiepanowicz…, p. 8.
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2. Ignacy Szczedrowski, The Kvass Seller, lithography from the album Our Own!, 1845, source:
„Niva” 1903, no. 19

where he eventually died in obscurity. His success was a result of the choice of
his individual creative path, the courage to break with the doctrine promoted
by the academy, and his daring to turn towards the topics which truly fascinated
and inspired him. But the peak of his career lasted only for a short time, and for
unknown reasons, Szczedrowski never developed it any further. Still, his album
Our Own! is considered by the Russian researchers as one of the most important stages in the development of Russian realistic painting. At the same time
Szczedrowski’s activity remained almost completely unknown in Poland. Only
Franciszek Maksymilian Sobieszczański in 1843 wrote that “in 1833, he left for
the Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg, where he devoted himself to
painting, especially works presenting Russian history or national customs, in
which he managed to greatly distinguish himself”.19
19 F.M. Sobieszczański, Rzut oka na historyą malarstwa w Polsce, Dziennik krajowy 1843, no.

134, p. 4.
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***
Konstanty Kukiewicz (1817/18–1840) was too young to start his education at
the Academy of Fine Arts in Vilnius before it was closed after the November
Uprising. Still, he took his initial painting classes from Jan Rustem. As early
as in 1835 he moved to Saint Petersburg, where he attended lectures at the
Academy of Fine Arts. He was a student of the battle-painter Aleksander
Sauerweid (1783–1844), however, did not follow his master in painting historical
topics, but instead he pursued his own artistic vision. For him the main source
of inspiration was individual study, when – as mentioned by his contemporary
authors – he loved to copy paintings by David Teniers the Younger (1610–
1690) and Philips Wouwerman (1619–1668) in the Hermitage. Particularly
the works of the latter artist had a dominant influence on Kukiewicz’s works.
The 17th-century Dutch master Wouwerman specialized in painting horses and
was a precursor of a characteristic iconographic type of a genre scene, depicting riders (travellers, hunters and – above all – military men) against a backdrop of a vast landscape.20 Kukiewicz adapted some elements of this style of
painting in his own compositions, basing on the observation of characters and
scenes from the surrounding reality. Year after year this type of oil paintings
brought him recognition among the faculty of the school and won him a series
of higher and higher distinctions. In 1836 he received a small silver medal for
the painting Soldiers making a bonfire in the woods; in 1837 he got a big silver
medal for the work Hussar on horseback in front of an inn; and in 1838 – a small
gold medal for the piece Uhlans waiting to cross a river.21 He graduated in 1839
with the title “class artist of the 14th degree” and returned to Lithuania. He was
then hired by Prince Ludwig Wittgenstein, the new owner of the palace and
estate in Verkiai near Vilnius, to paint the views of the mansion. At the same
time, however, he fell ill and soon died.22

20 For features and motifs of the art of Phillips Wouwerman, cf.: F.J. Duparc, “Philips

Wouwerman, 1619-1668”, Oud Holland 1993, vol. 107, no. 3, pp. 257-286; B. Schumacher,
Philips Wouwerman. The Horse Painter of the Golden Age, Davaco Publishers, Doornspijk
2006; Philips Wouwerman (1619-1668), ex. cat. Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel / Royal
Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, Haga 2009.
21 S.N. Kondakov, Spisok russkich chudožnikov k jubilejnomu spravočniku Imperatorskoj Akademii
Chudozestv, Tovariščestvo R. Golike, A. Vil’borg, [Petersburg 1914], p. 106.
22 In some publications the date of death – 1842 – is incorrect, probably repeated after Edward
Rastawiecki [E. Rastawiecki, Słownik malarzów polskich, tudzież obcych w Polsce osiadłych lub
czasowo w niej przebywających, vol. I, Drukarnia S. Orgelbranda, Warszawa 1850, p. 249].
The real date of death is provided on the artist’s tombstone at the Bernardine cemetery in
Vilnius (March 15th, 1840), as well as in the obituary published in Kurier Wileński 1840,
No. 22.
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Out of Kukiewicz’s early paintings, created during his studies, two have
been preserved at the State Russian Museum in Saint Petersburg: Uhlans
waiting to cross a river and Russian soldiers in a village.23 The first work won
its author a distinction from the Academy in 1838. Both juvenile works by
Kukiewicz fully implement the scheme introduced to the European art by
Wouwerman: several figures of military men on horseback and villagers
captured against the background of a familiar, but not very specific landscape.
In the first case, the presented scene is a conversation of three uhlans with
other wanderers, waiting at the river crossing for the arrival of a ferry, which is
visible in the background, near the opposite shore. The second painting depicts
two infantry soldiers rest-ing in front of a rural building, probably a tavern, and
a villager showing them the way with a hand. Both the uniforms of the soldiers,
and the clothes of the other figures are typically Russian. The paintings show
the talent of the young artist and demonstrate high artistic standard in the
accuracy of composition, a certain ease in anecdote building, as well as drawing
and colour skills. In formal terms, they are very correct, especially given the
limited experience and still unfinished education of the painter, but they lack
any deeper reflection on the chosen themes. Stylistically they are too close to
the Dutch prototypes, so in spite of the fact that the artist changed the 17thcentury setting to his contemporary times and the country of his stay, these
scenes are devoid of authenticity.
Another work by Kukiewicz from the Saint Petersburg period is a private
property painting from 1837 Asking for directions,24 which belongs to roughly
the same iconographic type. It depicts three Polish uhlans, who have stopped
at a crossroads of a country road at the outskirts of a village to water the horses
and ask a man they encountered for directions. This theme was a pretext to
show a landscape of a small village, the modesty and simplicity of its buildings,
the colours of the uniformed soldiers and the poor clothing of the passing
wanderer. The documentary manner of illustrating the physical aspects of
reality and the great care to render the truth of the presented details evidences
Kukiewicz’s predilection for realistic painting. However, this realism featuring
in the paintings applies only to the physical layer of the observed reality. The
artist paid far less attention to the characters’ emotions, the atmosphere of the
scene, or any transcendent issues.

23 Gosudarstvennyy Russkiy muzey. Zhivopis’. Pervaya polovina XIX veka. Katalog, Palace Editions,

Sankt-Peterburg 2007, p. 38.

24 This painting, originally in the US collections, was sold at the Auction House Desa Unicum

on December 17th, 2009: http://www.artinfo.pl/?lng=1&lngcode=pl&pid=catalogs&sp=auction&id=1101&sobj=1 [accessed December 29th, 2009].
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According to B. Suris, the aforementioned paintings, like all genre scenes
created by Kukiewicz during his studies (supposedly over 30 of them25) were
quite popular and valued in Russia.26 At the same time the painter’s artistic
activity was virtually unknown in his homeland. The work which significantly
contributed to building his fame in his native city and brought him recognition
– unfortunately, mainly posthumous – was the painting Jews smuggling goods
in the Vilnius area. It was one of the four paintings he submitted to the local
academy exhibition in 1839, near the end of his stay in Saint Petersburg, and
the one that won the highest prize. Returning to Poland, the painter probably
took the winning work with him. It is known that for some time the painting was
part of Edward Rastawiecki’s collection, although in his listings of Kukiewicz’s
works from 1850, Rastawiecki failed to record it as his property.27 Along with
a large part of this collection it was bought by Seweryn Mielżyński, and then
donated to the Poznań Society of the Friends of Learning, from where it was
handed on to the Mielżyński Family Museum under the title Jewish smugglers
resting in front of an inn in the forest near Vilnius.28 In 1939 the painting was
confiscated by German occupation authorities, who sent it to the collection of
the Kaiser Friedrich Museum zu Posen. It was never retrieved after the war.29
In nineteenth-century Vilnius, this work was popularized by a graphic
reproduction, made in France by L.P. Bichbois and I.L. Deroy for the second
series of Album Wileńskie, published by Jan Kazimierz Wilczyński in 1845–
1856.30 This publication was jeopardized because of the problems with the
Vilnius censorship. The reproduction of Kukiewicz’s work was to be withdrawn
and – as reported by Wilczyński in one of his letters from 1849 – there were
concerns that along with the image by Wańkowicz it would be confiscated,
because it was posted together with some prohibited medals.31 In the end,
25 V. Drema, J. Polanowska, „Kukiewicz Konstanty Benedyk Antoni”, biogram, in: Słownik
26
27
28
29
30

31

artystów polskich i obcych w Polsce działających, vol. IV, ed. J. Maurin-Białostocka i J. Derwojed,
Instytut Sztuki Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Warszawa 1986, p. 348.
B. Suris, Iz istorii svyazey pol’skogo izobrazitel’nogo iskusstva s russkoy khudozhestvennoy
kul’turoy, Iskusstvo 1954 nr 1, s. 58-59.
E. Rastawiecki, Słownik malarzów polskich..., vol. I, p. 249.
Katalog Galeryi Obrazów w Muzeum im. Mielżyńskich, Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Nauk w Poznaniu,
Poznań 1912, p. 63.
Ed. D. Suchocka, Katalog dzieł malarstwa, rysunku lawowanego i rzeźby ze zbiorów Poznańskiego
Towarzystwa Przyjaciół Nauk, Muzeum Narodowe w Poznaniu, Poznań 2008, p. 77.
The publication Album Wileńskie was described by Jadwiga Jaworska, cf.: J. Jaworska, „Album
Wileńskie i jego wydawca Jan Kazimierz Wilczyński w świetle korespondencji z Konstantym
Świdzińskim”, Rocznik Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie 1972, vol. XVI, pp. 289-386;
eadem, Album Wileńskie w zbiorach Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie, Rocznik Muzeum
Narodowego w Warszawie 1976, vol. XX, pp. 213-380.
Letter by Jan Kazimierz Wilczyński to Konstanty Świdziński from August 12th, 1849. As
cited in: J. Jaworska, Album Wileńskie i jego wydawca..., p. 304.
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however, it was retrieved, and the scene with the Jewish smugglers was noticed
and positively received by the critics. Edward Rastawiecki, commenting on
a print based on Kukiewicz’s composition, noted in the Pamiętnik sztuk pięknych
[Fine Arts Diary] journal “that any paintings left by this artist are worthy of
preservation”.32 Józef Ignacy Kraszewski wrote about him more broadly and
definitely favourably: “Who knew of K. Kukiewicz before P. Wilczyński
published The little inn on a side road, based on the painting honoured with
a medal at an exhibition in the capital, depicting a group of goods-smuggling
Jews who stopped there to rest and to chat? There were several lithographs
by Kukiewicz showcasing his obvious talent, but the Little inn is a complete
composition, while the others were merely sketched ideas. Everything in this
picture is familiar: the surroundings, the building, and those Jews, so deftly
captured, and yet not mocked”.33
In terms of composition, the painting Jews smuggling goods is very close
to the earlier works by Kukiewicz, because it exploits the same pattern: there
are five figures, either standing or sitting in a familiar landscape in front of
a crumbling rural shack. Only the “costumes” changed: from military uniforms
to Jewish clothes. The greatest modification, however, is in the subject itself. In
the last of his famous paintings Kukiewicz took upon himself to illustrate the
topic of Jewish traders. At that time this matter was not necessarily considered
a priority, but still was a significant social problem, and as such was vividly
debated. It is important that the painter did not argue in favour or against his
protagonists, nor did he try to assess their actions, but confined himself to a fair
and impartial description of reality. In contrast to other preserved paintings by
Kukiewicz, this particular work can be seen as an evidence of a breakthrough
that occurred in his artistic activity at the end of his academic studies. At this
point the realism of form, already observed in his early paintings, started to be
accompanied with the realism of content.
The interest in social aspects and keen attention to reality were even more
prominent in the final period of Kukiewicz’s artistic activity, after his return
to his native country. However, they showed less in his paintings, and more in
his other interests at that time. Alongside the work Jews smuggling goods in
the Dictionaries of Polish painters, Rastawiecki mentions “yet another beautiful
painting” by Kukiewicz: a view of a Jewish inn in Verkiai with large figures,34
which reportedly belonged to the family of the artist living in Vilnius and which
32 E. Rastawiecki, „Album Wileńskie, wydawane przez pana J.K. Wilczyńskiego”, Pamiętnik

Sztuk Pięknych 1850-54, p. 63.

33 J.I. Kraszewski, Album wileńskie J. K. Wilczyńskiego, obywatela powiatu wiłkomierskiego

[recenzja], Wilno 1850, p. 17.

34 E. Rastawiecki, Słownik malarzów polskich..., vol. I, p. 249.
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– as suggested by the title – was created already in Lithuania. However, it seems
that after graduating from the academy Kukiewicz’s activities in the field of
painting decreased significantly in favour of his interest in graphic techniques.
In the last years of his life it was lithography, a new means of expression in
the Vilnius artistic community, that became the substance of his work, and in
effect lithographs take a significant position in his oeuvre. The graphic works
created by Kukiewicz in Poland eclipsed even his painting achievements, so
that in an article providing a brief summary of the most important names in
the history of national art, Edward Pawłowicz includes him among the Vilnius
artists “famous for drawing on stone”.35 Kukiewicz’s autolitographs created
in Józef Oziębłowski’s studio were characterized by a much stronger focus on
the individual characteristics of the models, mostly street vendors of Jewish
nationality (Street bookseller, 1839, Fig. 3; Junk seller; Hat seller; Woodcutters
waiting for hire, 1839).36 His lithographs and drawings sometimes include some
narrative elements and humorous anecdotes, as in the case of the drawing and
lithograph titled Festivities outside the city of Vilnius, depicting men drinking in
front of a country inn, or the sketch Fight in a tavern. In time Kukiewicz’s
realistic pursuits manifested in his “small forms” could have also ended up
in his paintings, but further development of his career was interrupted by the
artist’s death.
The works by Konstanty Kukiewicz, especially his paintings, remained
almost entirely unknown to 19th-century Polish art lovers and connoisseurs,
except for a single image, popularized by a reproduction in the famous album.
Also later researchers, rarely, and then only vaguely mentioning this artist, contributed to sending him into oblivion. Meanwhile, he is an important example
of a breakthrough in the approach to genre subjects, which were increasingly
gaining recognition in the 1840s as an autonomous type of works and which
could constitute the main artistic specialization and not just a side activity. In
the Vilnius artistic milieu of that time Kukiewicz was the only painter fully
devoting himself to depicting the scenes of everyday life. He could have initiated
a new way of painting, which on the one hand derived from his thorough knowledge of the Dutch genre art of the seventeenth century, and on the other
from the innovative trend of realism. At the same time he began to introduce
socially involved motifs, which presented his worldview through the direct
recording of the observed figures or events, but without an intrusive imposition
of his own ideology. Kukiewicz, as noted with approval by Kraszewski, did not
35 E. Pawłowicz, „Rzut oka na stanowisko malarstwa polskiego wobec sztuki u obcych”, Przegląd

Biblijograficzno-Archeologiczny 1881, vol. II, p. 494.

36 L. Uziębło, „Z dawnych sylwetek wileńskich. Kazimierz Bachmatowicz i Konstanty Kukiewicz”,

Dziennik Wileński 1937, no. 74, p. 4.
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3. Konstanty Kukiewicz, The Street Bookseller, lithography, 1839, source: „Biesiada Literacka”
1903, no. 43, p. 337
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resort to caricature, mockery, or pompous moralizing to convey the truths of
life. The artist’s premature death not only interrupted his personal development
and possibly deprived Polish art of a great talent, but also closed this potential
direction of evolution of the artistic centre in Vilnius. In his 1954 article on the
history of the relations between Polish and Russian art, B. Suris puts forward
the thesis that “modest and marked with democratic motifs, the works [by
Kukiewicz] were an initial step in the development of Polish everyday-life
realistic painting and prepared its heyday in the second half of the century”.37
But in fact this very important manifestation of genre painting went almost
unnoticed in Polish art. Konstanty Kukiewicz had no followers.
***
The last artist who left Vilnius for Saint Petersburg in the 1830s was Tadeusz
Gorecki (1825–1868), son of the then famous poet and fabulist Antoni.
Following his active participation in the November Uprising of 1830, Antoni
was forced to leave his wife and children in Poland and go into exile in Paris.
Even as a child, Tadeusz Gorecki was said to reveal artistic talent. Walenty
Wańkowicz, who was related to the family, was “struck by the child’s ability and
willingness to draw” and gave him his first art lessons. However, due to Gorecki’s
young age, this never took any form of an educational program.38 In 1839, as
part of the recruitment of the Polish youth to the Russian cadet corps, Antoni’s
two oldest sons, Tadeusz and his brother Ludwik, received a call to military
service in Saint Petersburg. Ludwik joined the army (and a few years later died in
the Caucasus), but Tadeusz, due to his poor health, was allowed to study.39 Thus
the fifteen-year-old became a student of the Academy of Fine Arts in Saint
Petersburg and quickly began to make progress. Just two years later, the
periodical Tygodnik Petersburski [Saint Petersburg Weekly] reported on the
development of the young student of painting. He was then characterized by
“vivid imagination and ability to capture similarities in the features”. Thanks
to this, the portraits created by Gorecki were very popular among the Polish
community in Saint Petersburg.40
At the academy Gorecki became a student and protégé of Karl Bryullov
(1799–1852), who distinguished him among other students and employed him
as an assistant during his interior decoration of Saint Isaac’s Cathedral. The
37
38
39
40

B. Suris, Iz istorii…, p. 59.
„Tadeusz Gorecki” (Notatka biograficzna), Tygodnik Illustrowany 1868, no. 17, p. 195.
„Tadeusz Gorecki”, Rocznik Towarzystwa Historyczno-Literackiego w Paryżu 1868, p. 378.
„O artystach”, Tygodnik Petersburski 1842, no. 69, p. 477.
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teacher significantly influenced the formation of his pupil’s painting style.
After the international success of his work The last day of Pompeii, Bryullov was
widely respected, called “The Great Karl”, and described by Ivan Turgenev as
“the glory of Russia and Italy”.41 He represented the style of cold neoclassical
academicism, inspired by the works of the Renaissance and Baroque masters
(especially Raphael, Guido Reni, Domenichino, Titian and Perugino). In this
direction he also guided his students, and his idealized historical and religious
paintings were the embodiment of the highest aspirations of the Academy
at that time.42 Bryullov also painted genre scenes: these were mostly fairly
conventional depictions of Italian villagers, young women harvesting grapes,
or idyllic family scenes, all kept in sentimental style.43 These elements were
naturally picked up by Tadeusz Gorecki.
The first known work by Gorecki was a copy of the painting Bankrupt by
Michiel Sweerts, presented at the academy exhibition in 1842. He then quickly moved on to pursue his own ideas and a year later presented the painting
Blind man with a guide in the church, for which he was awarded a small silver
medal.44 Currently this work belongs to the Lithuanian Art Museum in Vilnius
(Fig. 4).45 The painting shows a surprising – considering the young age of its
creator – level of mastery of drawing and painting techniques. It is a low-key
composition, characterized by simplicity and minimalism in terms of artistic
means, kept in almost monochromatic tones of browns. As the subject of the
work Gorecki chose a religious motif and at the same time he touched upon an
important social problem: the position of old and disabled people. In contrast
to his teacher, who preferred thoughtless glorification of the charms of life,
the artist displayed sensitivity to human misery already at such a young age.
Although the elements of realism in his painting are still quite tentative, it
conveys more truth of life than the works by Bryullov. A tired hand of an old
man in the foreground, detailed depiction of the poor clothing of the two
protagonists, and the emphasis on their warm relations presented by capturing

41 G.K. Leonteva, Karl Pavlovich Bryullov, Khudozhnik RSFSR, Leningrad 1986, p. 61.
42 After Bryullov’s death his art was depreciated and his authority undermined by V.V. Stasov,

who accused his work of coldness, lack of expression and truth of life, absence of nature and
rococo distorted taste. More about the criticism of Bryullov: V. N. Petrov, K. Bryullov, Gos.
izd-vo Izobrazitelʹnogo Iskusstva, Moskwa 1949, p. 5.
43 On the genre art of Bryullov and its impact in the milieu of the Saint Petersburg Academy see
Rosalind P. Gray, Russian Genre Painting in the Nineteenth Century, Clarendon Press, Oxford
2000, pp. 101-107.
44 Polscy uczniowie..., p. 90.
45 P. Juodelis, Lietuvos Daile XVI-XIX a. Tapyba. Skulplura. Katalogas, Lieluvos TSR Dailes
Muziejus, Vilnius 1969, item 61.
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4. Tadeusz Gorecki, Blind man with a guide in the church, 1843, Lithuanian Art Museum in
Vilnius, phot. Antanas Lukšėnas

the gesture of guiding the hand of the blind man to the holy water – all this
indicates that Gorecki wanted to strongly influence the viewers’ emotions
and touch their hearts. This painting by Gorecki opened a series of similar
contemplative and religious works.
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As early as 1845 the artist returned to the motifs of religious life by creating
the painting Confession of a young Lithuanian woman, which was awarded a gold
medal “for expression”. The work, known today only from reproductions,46
depicts a young woman kneeling next to an old Catholic priest, who is listening
intently. The journal Kurjer Warszawski reported, admittedly with several years
of delay, but very enthusiastically, on the positive reception of the painting at
the Academy: “yet again a work by this poet’s son, depicting a Capuchin friar
listening to a confession of a young Lithuanian woman, was among the best
paintings of the great exhibition. The work has been noted and has brought
fame and recognition to the young student of the Academy”.47 In 1849, when
the journals in the capital of the Polish Kingdom only reported on Gorecki’s
earlier achievements, the young painter won the title of the “class artist of the
14th degree”. Following in the footsteps of his teacher, Gorecki took up religious
subjects (Christ blessing the children) and conventional, academic historical
motifs (Sixtus V in his youth with a herd of pigs and a fortune-teller, foretelling
his great future). Since he wanted to become an academician portrait painter,
Gorecki also started to develop in this field. In 1850 he created an image of the
sculptor P.K. Klodt (Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow), which was later praised
by the Academy. During his stay in Saint Petersburg he painted portraits of the
Russian intelligentsia, military men, and high-ranking members of the Polish
clergy.
While staying in Russia, the painter was also interested in the local folk
traditions, as exemplified by the painting from 1850 titled Exchange of Easter
kisses or Easter rite (The State Russian Museum in Saint Petersburg). Its theme
is the Russian custom of exchanging Easter wishes and hand-made Easter eggs.
The details of the clothes and the physiognomies of the girl and the young
man display the features characteristic of that country. Supposedly as a reward
for this painting Gorecki received a scholarship for a two-year trip abroad. He
travelled to Madrid and on the way also visited Vilnius and Warsaw.
Even though the earlier works by Tadeusz Gorecki won him the favour
of the artistic community in Saint Petersburg, as well as Polish critics, it was
a painting created during his studies in Spain that secured him widespread
fame and a position in Polish art. The painting The last communion of a dying
woman (National Museum in Warsaw, Fig. 5) was created in Madrid and
presented at a local exhibition in 1852. It obtained some very favourable
reviews in the local press.48 Once again the painter turned to the repertoire
of the topics related to religious ceremonies. It depicts the last rites given to
46 Opiekun Domowy 1869, no. 35, p. 273.
47 Kurjer Warszawski 1849, no. 285, p. 1508.
48 „Tadeusz Gorecki”, Rocznik Towarzystwa Historyczno-Literackiego w Paryżu 1868, p. 378.
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5. Tadeusz Gorecki, Last communion of a dying woman, 1852, National Museum in Warsaw,
phot. Krzysztof Wilczyński

a young woman in the presence of her mother by a Catholic priest, accompanied
by an altar boy with a candle and a bell. This time, however, Gorecki drew
away from his first works characterized by realistic elements. In their place he
introduced sentimental idealization and the atmosphere filled with mysticism,
which in a way was a return to the style instilled in him by Bryullov. Especially
the figure of the dying woman – ethereally beautiful, with her eyes raised
upwards and a hand on her heart – seems too perfect to be real.
Today the style of the painting strikes us as overly affective, but at the time
of its creation, it fit in perfectly with the tastes of the public. That is why it
brought the author an almost immediate popularity. Atanazy Raczyński, who
was then the Prussian envoy in Spain, had the opportunity to see the work
during its first public presentation and was so impressed that he commissioned
the artist to make a copy. At the collector’s request Gorecki created the painting Mother at the bedside of a dying daughter, which is a simplified version of the
original composition. The group with the dying girl and the woman standing
next to her bed is left almost unchanged, but the figures of the priest and the
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altar boy are omitted. Raczyński included the work in his collection in Berlin,
from where it was passed on to the Mielżynski Family Museum in Poznań. It is
currently owned by the National Museum in Poznań.49
In 1853, Gorecki returned to Saint Petersburg and took part in the academy
exhibition presenting several canvases, including the Last communion and the
painting Pilgrims in front of St. Peter’s basilica in Rome, which is known only
from its title. The viewers had the opportunity to see the already famous work,
and several articles about it appeared in the Polish press published in Russia.
The first publication was a short note in the periodical Tygodnik Petersburski by
an anonymous author, who “having in great esteem Mr Gorecki’s talent,” evaluated the work very disapprovingly, primarily in terms of its form. The painting was criticised for its inept composition, cold colour scheme, and the light
which “wanders in all corners, and the eye of a viewer involuntarily follows it
there”.50 In response, the priest Jerzy Iwaszkiewicz published his opinion on
the pages of the same magazine. Iwaszkiewicz considered the criticism to be
unclear, praised the formal merits of the work, and above all appreciated the
chosen subject. In his opinion the artist “perfectly understood it, empathized
with it and captured it superbly”.51 The temperature of this exchange demonstrates the strong emotions aroused by Gorecki’s painting. The works brought
from his travels earned Gorecki the title of an academician.
Two years later the artist left Russia again, having received from the
government a task to complete a copy of Saint Cecilia of Bologna by Raphael,
which was already started by Bryullov. Apparently, the dying master himself expressed the wish that Gorecki should be the one to complete the commission.52 However, the painter did not break off his contacts with the Saint
Petersburg community and was still executing orders for the copies of works
by old masters or, more rarely, church paintings. He spent a few years in Italy,
but at the end of 1857, after his marriage to the daughter of Adam Mickiewicz,
Maria, he settled in Paris. At that time he regularly participated in local art
exhibitions, presenting mainly paintings of religious scenes (unfortunately not
preserved). He also devoted himself to portraiture, creating images of the
representatives of the local Polish community, and above all, the members of
his family (including his wife and her brothers Aleksander and Władysław) and
friends. His relations with the Parisian exile community brought a significant
49 Ed. D. Suchocka, Malarstwo polskie 1766-1945, Muzeum Narodowe w Poznaniu, Poznań

2005, p. 67.

50 „Wystawa w Akademii Kunsztów w Petersburgu, roku 1854”, Tygodnik Petersburski 1854,

no. 88, p. 658.

51 J. Iwaszkiewicz, „Kilka słów z powodu wzmianki o obrazie P. Goreckiego”, Tygodnik Peters-

burski 1854, no. 92, p. 687.

52 „Tadeusz Gorecki” (Notatka biograficzna), Tygodnik Illustrowany 1868, no. 17, p. 195.
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shift in his artistic activities. It didn’t concern the matters of form, as it seems
that in this respect Gorecki remained a representative of cold academicism
and an ardent advocate of the principles mastered during his education at the
Saint Petersburg Academy. However, the patriotic atmosphere encouraged him
to try and break the iconographic conventions, which he previously followed,
influenced by the work of his former teacher Bryullov.
Gorecki’s early paintings, beside the portraits, were mainly genre scenes, of
a rather unusual type, i.e. illustrating religious rites and ceremonies. This choice
of a creative path, as indicated by his contemporaries, stemmed also from the
artist’s temperament and worldview. Gorecki was remembered as a devout and
gentle man. Kraszewski described him as “quiet, loving peace and the countryside”.53 During his time in Paris he was criticized for keeping his soulful works
completely apolitical. According to one of the obituaries, his thoughts were
occupied by the matters of patriotic art – “he left […] some ideas for paintings
of national subjects, that he regretted he could not create, among them The
Polish Mother, The Wedding of Jadwiga and Jagiełło, as well as illustrations for
Pan Tadeusz”.54 However, it remains unknown what stood in his way to execute
any of these plans; was it just simple lack of time or experience in such a field,
or rather fear of possible political consequences of such activities and a loss of
good relations with the Saint Petersburg Academy?55
***
The generation of artists born around the year 1810 was the last to have the
opportunity to study painting at the Vilnius University, before its closure by the
Russian government in the aftermath of the November Uprising of 1830. Such
artists as Henryk Dmochowski (1810–1863), Napoleon Iłłakowicz (1811–
1861) and Adam Szemesz (1808–1864) received their artistic education in
their home city and at the university, which – next to the Department of Arts
at the Warsaw University – was the most important artistic centre in the former
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The dissolution of the Vilnius academy in
1832 ended the era of the city’s cultural splendour, contributing to a significant
decrease in the quality of its art. The lack of possibilities to receive formal
artistic education at a higher level caused the decline in painting activity. Any
efforts undertaken by the painters of the older generation to revive it were
53 B. Bolesławita [J.I. Kraszewski], Z roku 1868. Rachunki, Księgarnia Jana Żupańskiego,

Poznań 1869, p. 936.

54 „Tadeusz Gorecki”, Rocznik Towarzystwa Historyczno-Literackiego w Paryżu 1868, p. 378.
55 J. Mycielski, Sto lat dziejów malarstwa w Polsce 1760-1860, Księgarnia Spółki Wydawniczej

Polskiej, Kraków 1896, pp. 545-547.
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firmly opposed by the authorities. In the 1830s the young people who wished
to advance in the painting profession had a choice to either stay in their homeland and take private lessons (which, however, did not yield any great talent)
or go abroad. Due to the political situation, as well as the contacts established
in previous years between Vilnius and Saint Petersburg, the most obvious
direction of emigration was the capital of the Russian empire. And naturally
Saint Petersburg was the destination of the three aspiring artists, who left
Vilnius in the 1830s: Ignacy Szczedrowski, Konstanty Kukiewicz and Tadeusz
Gorecki. Not all of them took this decision as a result of a conscious and
independent choice. For example, for Gorecki the studies at the Academy were
an alternative to compulsory military service. But certainly leaving the country
and receiving education in one of the largest academic centres of Europe at
the time was a chance to completely change their lives and artistic careers. At
that time the Saint Petersburg Academy was known to be one of the best art
colleges on the continent, promising a high level of education, but also
following very strict standards of neo-classical art and placing strong emphasis
on the implementation of the program of academic painting. All three artists
from Vilnius started from a similar point: as strangers from a strange city of
a subordinate country, who were striving to obtain education and to find their
own creative paths. Eventually, each of them in a different way took advantage
of the opportunities given by the studies in Saint Petersburg and chose a different
direction of development. Szczedrowski was influenced by the so-called
“Venetsianov school of painting”, officially not approved by the representatives
of the academy, but quite popular among the viewing public of the time. In
effect he achieved a great, though temporary, success in Russia, where he
remained till the end of his life. Kukiewicz used the years of study to improve
his artistic skills and learn from the old masterpieces in the public and private
collections in Saint Petersburg, which allowed him to define his own artistic
style. After graduation, he returned to Lithuania, where – as it seems – he
wanted to continue his life as a professional artist. The nature and inhabitants
of this country were the source of his creative inspiration. The youngest of the
three artists, Gorecki, influenced by his academic and social contacts with Karl
Bryullov, adopted the neo-classical, sentimental style of his master. Although
he spent most of his mature life in Western Europe, till the very end he maintained a close relationship with the Saint Petersburg Academy. The example of
these three artists shows that although sometimes a turning point in a painter’s
life results from the circumstances beyond his control or from an external
situation, ultimately the direction of artistic development is always a matter of
an individual choice.
Translated by Anna Julia Mamińska-Dziomdziora
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EMIGRACJA JAKO ARTYSTYCZNY PUNKT ZWROTNY IGNACY SZCZEDROWSKI, KONSTANTY KUKIEWICZ
I TADEUSZ GORECKI W AKADEMII SZTUK PIĘKNYCH
W PETERSBURGU.
(streszczenie)
Artykuł podejmuje problematykę zwrotu w indywidualnym rozwoju artystycznym, który jest
efektem emigracji i studiów zagranicznych. Podstawą rozważań są sylwetki trzech artystów pochodzących z Wilna, którzy po początkowej nauce w rodzimym środowisku wyjechali na studia
do Akademii Sztuk Pięknych w Petersburgu. Decyzja o opuszczeniu rodzinnego miasta wymuszona została zmianą sytuacji politycznej. W 1832 roku, w wyniku represji po Powstaniu Listopadowym, zamknięto Uniwersytet Wileński wraz ze szkołą malarstwa. Dla każdego z omawianych
w artykule artystów lata nauki w Akademii stały się punktem przełomowym w wykrystalizowaniu
się indywidualnego stylu malarskiego, choć każdy z nich poszedł inną drogą twórczą: Ignacy
Szczedrowski wszedł w krąg tak zwanej „szkoły Wenecjanowa”, Konstanty Kukiewicz odkrył dla
siebie dawne holenderskie malarstwo rodzajowo-batalistyczne, zaś Tadeusz Gorecki uległ wpływom powszechnie cenionej doktryny akademickiej. Celem artykułu jest wykazanie w jaki sposób
pobyt w Petersburgu całkowicie przekształcił podejście tych trzech malarzy do sztuki, odciskając
piętno nie tylko na ich dorobku artystycznym, lecz również przebiegu kariery malarskiej i życiu
osobistym.
Słowa kluczowe: Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Petersburgu, Ignacy Szczedrowski (1815–1870),
Konstanty Kukiewicz (1817/18–1840), Tadeusz Gorecki (1825–1868), edukacja akademicka,
emigracja artystyczna

